For Financial Institutions

Simplify Security Management

with an Integrated Solution
With Verkada’s cloud-based security platform, financial institutions are modernizing the way they manage
and access physical security across branch locations. Learn how banks, credit unions, and other financial
services use Verkada to enhance branch safety and security operations, all while safeguarding sensitive
information for PCI compliance.

Products

Video Security

Access Control

Sensors

Centralize video monitoring across

Verify door–based activity with video
evidence of who came and went.


Maintain optimal conditions for customer

Secure sites with proactive alerts for

Provision employees with tiered access
levels across various points of entry. 


Detect for costly and prohibited events
such as smoking or vaping.


Schedule doors to lock or unlock based

Be alerted of any sudden changes in
temperature, noise levels or air quality.


branch locations.


unusual motion or repeat offenders.


Tested and rated for durability and use in
high–traffic environments.

on hours of operation.

satisfaction and critical infrastructure.


Key Benefits
24/7 Proactive Security

Prevent Theft and ATM Fraud

Real–Time Occupancy Management

Know instantly when repeat offenders are on

Control access with role–based permissions,

Set proactive alerts to detect crowding, and

site or suspicious activity occurs after–hours.

and be alerted of motion or tampering.

visualize traffic patterns with heatmaps.

Search Filters for Quick Investigations

Share Video for Incident Response

Monitor From Anywhere

Use powerful video forensics to filter people,

Access, download, and share footage from

vehicles, motion, and other attributes.

any browser or mobile device in minutes.

Remotely access doors, cameras and sensors
without any VPNs or configurations.

For Financial Institutions

Built For Your Organization
For IT Professionals

For Security Professionals

For Branch Managers

Up to 365 days of onboard storage and

Detect threats with customizable SMS

Monitor sites from one cloud–based

unlimited cloud-based archiving — no

alerts for People of Interest and

platform, easily accessible through any

NVRs, DVRs, or external servers required.


unusual activity.


web browser or mobile device.


Integrates with existing IT workflows such

Easily isolate events with advanced

Control costs with predictable TCO and

as active directory and MFA.


filters for quick investigations.


industry–leading 10 year warranty.


Secure by default — with HTTPS/SSL

Share live feeds, floor plans, or

Ensure compliance with full audit logs

data encryption (in transit) and RSA +

archived footage via SMS, MP4, or

and a record of user, environmental,

AES data encryption (at rest).


direct link.

video or access–based events.


Customer Testimonials

Susquehanna Community Bank


“

Corporate Central Credit Union



We now have a much higher level of

“ As a highly–regulated industry, we require

Third Bridge


“ The ability to highlight a particular area

confidence. If there is an incident, and

a SOC–compliant data center to ensure

within frame and playback only motion

my team needs to forward information

security and confidentiality. Verkada met

events has already cut incident response

to law enforcement, they can easily

our criteria for secure data storage with

time in half. These computer vision

capture and transfer the footage.

A

capabilities produce results in seconds.

”




WS, which meets high industry

”



standards for protecting our data.

Bill Weber

Information Security Officer

Brian Nowak

IT Director

David Dodd

Head of Technology Solutions

Third Bridge



Bank of the James



Susquehanna Community Bank


’

“ There are two line items: the hardware

“ In this environment, it s very unusual

and patch vulnerabilities in the system.

and the software. No secret support

for us to try something and have it

Verkada s product and team take on

fees, no hidden software upgrade

work—the first time and every time.

the bulk of the work they ve exceeded

charges, and a 10–year warranty for all

Verkada provides the security and

our expectations in terms of service

cameras. Verkada is a far better

simplicity that we need.

and support.

long-term financial investment.” 



David Dodd

Head of Technology Solutions

hil Hampton

IT Specialist

“ My team no longer has to maintain

’

;

’

”
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Rea more testimonials:

P

verkada.com/customers

”




Bill Weber

Information Security Officer

”




